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We understand the importance of a reliable 

firearm in the hands of a service member, 

law enforcement officer, hunter, or patriot.  

Our dedication to quality, rigorous testing, 

and unwavering standards serve to

that end.

We don’t just sell guns, we build 

partnerships. lmt has  over Four 

decades of product development. 

This development has led to 

contracts with forces like the 

u.s. DoD, united kingdom, 

new zealand, and estonia. to 

this day, we continue to 

support their efforts and 

provide the same measure of 

support to other militaries 

and special operations forces 

in over 45 countries throughout 

the world.
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INTELINTEL
LMT - Lewis machine and tool Company Established in 1980 to produce quality firearm 

components for weapon systems like the M16/m4

MRP - MONolithic rail platform our core product and flagship patent

MWS - MOdular weapon system, our 308 rifle system released in 2009

Vbs - virtual baffle system, lmt’s own line of performance suppressors

mlk - industry standard Magpul m-lok variant mrp style rail system

CQB - Close quarters battle or commonly referencing quad rails

DMR - Designated marksman rifle, or accessories designed for marksmen

MARS-h - modular ambidextrous rifle system - heavy

mars-l - MOdular ambidextrous rifle system - light

1913 - Mil std accessory rail system

QD - Quick detach to describe rifle attributes or accessories

LM308MWS - Notates the quad rail version of our 308 rifle system

SPM - standard patrol mode

msr - modern sporting rifle

pdw - professional defense weapon
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With the development of the monolithic upper receiver, LMT harmonized durability, 

modularity, and accuracy in the AR15 platform. The MARS-L is the most robust and 

accurate rifl e system in service, and is absolutely the most modular. The availability of 
multiple upper receiver options, barrels for any mission, and accessories to fi ne tune any 
build, is essential so the user can assemble countless confi gurations. This one system 
can fulfi ll the role of a close quarters battle rifl e or a lightweight DMR, and it can make that 
transition in mere minutes without an armorer. The MARS-L features an ambidextrous 
charging handle, fully ambidextrous lower, improved ergonomics, and is considered by 
many the next generation of infantry rifl e.

Model MARS-L

Caliber 5.56 x 45 NATO

Operation Direct Impingement

barrel length 10.5” - 20”

Handguards 1913 STANAG 4694 Rail, M-LOK

Finish
Mil-Spec Anodized Aluminum
mil-Spec Phosphated Steel

Buttstock m4, SOPMOD, DMR

Muzzle Device A2 Birdcage 

Fire Control Safe / Semi / Auto Available

Model MARS-L

mars-lmars-l
MODULAR AMBIDEXTROUS

RIFLE SYSTEM - LIGHT
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mars-lmars-l
MODULAR AMBIDEXTROUS RIFLE SYSTEM - LIGHT

Model pdw

Caliber 5.56 x 45 NATO, 300 blackout

Operation Direct Impingement

barrel length 8.5” - 11.5”

Handguards 1913 STANAG 4694 Rail, m-lok

Finish Mil-Spec Anodized Aluminum
Mil-Spec Phosphated Steel

Buttstock LMT PDW sopmod

Muzzle Device A2 Birdcage

Fire Control Safe / Semi / Auto Available

Professional defense weapon

pdw
Buttstock LMT PDW sopmod

defense weapondefense weapon

LMTDEFENSE.com

cqb16-mars
16”  semi-auto 5.56 cqb mars  rifle

mrpmlk16-mars
16 ”  semi-auto 5.56 m-lok mars  rifle

cqbmlk16ps-mars
16”  semi-auto 5.56 m-lok piston mars  rifle

MULTI-PURPOSE

piston

m-lok mars-l
CQBMLK16-mars

16”  semi-auto 5.56 m-lok mars  carbine
*SHOWN WITH OPTIONAL SIGHTS AND SLING SWIVELS 

CQB
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mars-hmars-h

The LMT® MARS-H is built to be everything a soldier needs in a 7.62x51 rifle system: 
durability, modularity, and accuracy. The system pairs our ambidextrous lower receiver 
with our monolithic upper receiver to offer an incredible number of customization options.  
The MARS-H can be an automatic short-barrel battle rifl e or a semi-auto sniper rifl e, and it 
can make that transition in a few minutes; no armorer required! Currently the LMT Heavy 
system is deployed with several countries including the United Kingdom,  New Zealand 
and Estonia as a DMR, designated marksman rifl e.

Model mars-h

Caliber 7.62 x 51 NATO, 6.5 CM, .260 rem

Operation Direct Impingement

barrel length 13.5” - 24”

Handguards 1913 STANAG 4694 Rail, m-lok

Finish
Mil-Spec Anodized Aluminum
Mil-Spec Phosphated Steel

Buttstock SOPMOD, DMR

Muzzle Device A2 Birdcage

Fire Control Safe / Semi / Auto Available

MODULAR AMBIDEXTROUS RIFLE SYSTEM - HEAVY
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lm308mwsb-mars
13.5”  semi-auto .308 cqb mars battle rifle

MLKmws-mars
16”  semi-auto .308 M-LOK mars rifle

 No Tax Stamp Required!

mars-hmars-h
MODULAR AMBIDEXTROUS RIFLE SYSTEM - HEAVY

LMTDEFENSE.com

mlkmwsk-mars
20”  semi-auto .308 m-lok dmr mars rifle

custom mars-h 6.5 CM with 15.5” upper
20”  semi-auto 6.5CM m-lok dmr mars rifle

*OPTIC NOT INCLUDED

MLKMWSps16-mars
16”  semi-auto .308 m-lok dmr mars rifle

new! .308 piston
MLKMWSps16-mars

16”  semi-auto .308 m-lok dmr mars rifle

new! .308 piston
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Model M203

Caliber 40 mm, 37mm

Operation Single Shot / Breech Loaded

Sights Leaf or Quadrant

Finish Mil-Spec Anodized Aluminum

Barrel 7�*, 9�, or 12�

Rifling  1:48� / 1,219 mm RH, smooth (37mm)

Breech Opening 5.43� / 138 mm

Effective Range 375m (7�), 400m (9�), 425m (12�)

Fire Control Fire / Safe Switch

grenade launcher

GLGL
LMT has been manufacturing grenade launchers and 
their parts for over 35 years and in that time, we’ve 
established ourselves as one of the world’s foremost 
suppliers of the M203.  In 2010 we recognized the 
modern military transition to quad rail forends and 
designed one of the only grenade launchers in the world 
that can mount directly to one. We took that a step 
further in 2018 with the “Shorty 40”, a launcher capable 
of standalone implementation or attachment to an SBR. 

If there’s one term that defi nes LMT it’s modularity; 
our grenade launchers and their accessories are 
exceptionally versatile systems useful for lethal and 
nonlethal operations.
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M203M203M203M203

The Shorty 40 stands alone as its own proprietary system with a frame tailor fi t to its unique 
size. It also uses our Professional Defense Weapon (PDW) stock and extension. The pistol 
configuration fits conveniently  in a backpack or holster for quick-draw usage without the need to 
mount on a weapon system.

The Shorty 40 stands alone as its own proprietary system with a frame tailor fi t to its unique 

shorty 40

LMT grenade launchers come in a wide variety of confi gurations, giving the 
modern warfi ghter a choice of weapon size, orientation, and suitability to 
get the job done.

LMT’s newest grenade launcher: 
a commercial friendly 37mm
flare launcher; an incredible 
asset for disaster relief or 
the 4th of july.

grenade launcher

GLGL

Our M203 can act as a standalone launcher or install to an M4/M16 series rifl e by either wired 
mounting bracket or a quick-detach assembly.

m203fl
37mm

flare launcher

Our launcher systems wouldn’t be complete without sights, and we offer several different 
models to suit the operator’s needs. We designed the LMP391A, our newest leaf sight, for the 
New Zealand Defence Force. It attaches directly to our rail mounted launchers.

top rail mounted 
leaf sight - LMP390a

Side Rail Mounted 
Quadrant Sight - L3C 

L2B/L2x Mounted 
Leaf Sight - LMP391A 

The Enhanced M203 system will accept the 9” or 12” M203 barrel and its design allows it to 
be rail mounted. This is a perfect companion to our monolithic one-piece upper receivers, 

allowing operators to quickly add or remove a launcher to suit the mission at hand.

The Enhanced M203 system will accept the 9” or 12” M203 barrel and its design allows it to The Enhanced M203 system will accept the 9” or 12” M203 barrel and its design allows it to The Enhanced M203 system will accept the 9” or 12” M203 barrel and its design allows it to 

m203 enhanced

m203 sighting
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entry level

defenderdefender

std16
16”  semi-auto 5.56 standard patrol rifle  

mlcdfdr
16”  semi-auto 5.56 m-lok defender rifle

SPM

5.56 defender

.308 defender
mwsdfdr

16”  semi-auto .308  m-lok defender rifle

mlcdfdr
16”  semi-auto 5.56 m-lok defender rifle

5.56 defender

Model defender

Caliber 5.56 x 45 NATO

Operation Direct Impingement

barrel length 10.5” - 20”

Handguards
mil-spec handguards
monolithic rail or m-lok

Finish
Mil-Spec Anodized Aluminum
Mil-Spec Phosphated Steel

Buttstock m4, SOPMOD

Muzzle Device A2 Birdcage

Fire Control Safe / Semi / Auto Available

If there’s one thing LMT understands well, it’s how 
to manufacture a robust, accurate fi rearm. Law 
enforcement agencies and governments agencies 
often pursue rifl e systems with a simple but effective 
design, and the LMT Standard Patrol Model delivers.  
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LM308SS
16”  semi-auto SHARPSHOOTER 

L129A1 REFEReNCE Rifle 

UK: L129A1

In use with the UK Ministry of Defence since 2009, the L129A1 is the most versatile, heavy caliber 
weapon to meet engage targets at both long and short ranges. Dubbed the “SHARPSHOOTER,” the 
LM308SS is the civilian equivalent to this precise and reliable weapon system.

ReferenceReference
riflesrifles

marsl16nzr 16”  semi-auto REFEReNCE Rifle 

cqbmk16-marsca
16”  semi-auto REFEReNCE Rifle 

NEW ZEAland: 
LMT mars-l

estonia: R20 RAHE 

Chosen to replace the bullpup style AUG, NZDF picked the MARS-L as their primary fi ghting 
carbine. The full ambi AR style weapon has improved the lethality of the NZDF warfi ghter from 
day one.

LMT’s most recent large scale contract the R20 RAHE or “Hail”, is an accurate, reliable, and 
modern weapon system designed for any engagement. Ready for any fi ght, the Estonian Defence 
Force picked the MARS-L and H for long-term reliability.

LM308SS
16”  semi-auto SHARPSHOOTER 

UK: L129A1UK: L129A1
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The battlefi eld is constantly changing. Today’s modern warrior needs a vital piece of equipment that 
can not only keep up with those changes, but stay ahead of them with a tactical advantage. Enter the 
MARS-H, specifi cally our DMR built in 6.5CM with our uniquely designed VBS suppressor. This game 
changing weapon can swap barrel lengths and calibers in a matter of minutes. That combined with a   
no-tools change stock system, allows the shooter to completely adapt this weapon to each mission.

MRP: lmt’s modular weapon system

spm14
14.5”  semi-auto 5.56 standard Patrol rifle

LMT has a rich history serving the US Military and its allies across the globe. Whether its with 
guaranteed replacement parts for the M16/M4 family of weapons, or complete carbines, rifl es, 
and grenade launchers, we stand ready to serve those who need the highest quality equipment 
when failure is not an option.

militarymilitary

MLK6520-MARS
20” 6.5 Creedmoor DMR

*SCOPE NOT INCLUDED

Custom build in operation with an 
undisclosed  u.s. Special operations unit
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mlcdfdr
16”  semi-auto 5.56 m-lok defender rifle

lifestylelifestyle
build or buy your next lmt

Long range 5.56
dmr build utilizing the

m-lok MRP Rail, 
20” barrel and DMR stock

M7SL
MARS-L AMBI Stripped lower

The “LMT Lifestyle” may seem like a new concept, but the core of its meaning has always existed 
within LMT ownership. Those who have chosen to shoot an LMT carbine or rifl e always refer to it 
as “MY LMT” rather than “my AR” or “my weapon.” The brand name itself carries with it a sense 
of distinction among its peers in the fi rearm community. Whether you are on the civilian target 
range or getting your loadout ready for your next mission, the pride and confi dence you have in 
your LMT is always evident. Be sure to represent by using the #MYLMT tag in your next social 
media post.
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5.56 X 45 / 300 blackout

Every part manufactured by LMT adheres to

strict and rigorous quality procedures. We take our production 
processes seriously, because we believe the failure of a fi rearm in the 

line of duty is simply unacceptable.

STRIPPED LOWER RECEIVERS

DEFENDER

MARS-L

MARS-h

defender

7.62 X 51 / 6.5 CM / .260 REM

          certified
parts
          c          cert          cert
partsparts
          c          c

nufactured by LMT adheres to

strict and rigorous quality procedures. We take our production 
processes seriously, because we believe the failure of a fi rearm in the 

line of duty is simply unacceptable.

rtifiedrtified
papa

Every part manufactured by LMT a

strict and rigorous quality procedures. We take our production 
processes seriously, because we believe the failure of a fi rearm in the 

ertifiedertified
partsparts

5.56 X 45 / 300 blackout

LMTDEFENSE.comLMTDEFENSE.com

MARS-L

MARS-L PDW

MARS-L DMR

MARS-H

MARS-H DMR

LOWER RECEIVERS

7.62 X 51 / 6.5 CM / .260 REM
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          certified parts          c          c
L7S1A

l7x1a

L7NX1A

l7z1a [will not work with mid-length piston]

l7zn2a

L7ra1a

l7y1a

lm308b1

lm38bml1

lm308bml4a

MRP Platform Supports:
5.56 nato
6.8 spc
300 blackout

MRP-H Platform 
Supports:
308 win
6.5 cm
260 rem

UPPER RECEIVERS

MRP-L
rifle

MRP-L
mid

MRP-L
carbine

MRP-Hlm38bml1

barrels
10.5” 5.56 NATO10.5” 300 Blackout

12” 5.56 nato piston

14.5” 5.56 nato piston 16” 5.56 nato piston

Carbine/mid-length compatible only

Carbine & rifle compatible only

rifle compatible only

MRP-H compatible only

11.5” 55.6 Nato

16” 300 Blackout

14.5” 5.56 nato

16” 5.56 nato

16” piston 5.56 nato

20” 5.56 nato

13.5” lightweight .308 13.5” .308

16” lightweight .308 16” .308

24” 6.5 creedmoor

20” .308, 6.5 creedmoor, .260 rem

18” 308
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Bolt Carrier 
Groups

Accessories

LMT Flip SIghts LMT Tactical Detachable Sights

Standard 5.56 BCG

Enhanced 5.56 BCG

Piston 5.56 BCG

.308 BCG

Training 5.56 BCG

Accessories

rebar cutter

Bipod

MRP Torque Wrench

RAIL COVERS

 Flip SIghts Flip SIght

          certified parts          c          c

sights

Slings

Training 5.56 BCGTraining 5.56 BCGTraining 5.56 BCGTraining 5.56 BCG

Bipod

buttstocks

SOPMOD

DMR

PDW

axle euro trigger
new!

New from LMT Defense is our patented 
AXLE Trigger. The AXLE trigger family 
is based on technology developed for 
continuous expansion of trigger capability. 
Initially released as a performance two-stage 
trigger, AXLE now hosts Euro capability 
and allows the user to place the weapon 
on safe after decocking the hammer.  
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We will offer exceptional quality products and services to our customers
by continuously striving to exceed their expectations.

Our products are manufactured in compliance  with the Berry Amendment. ©2023 Lewis Machine & Tool Company

 continuously striving to exceed their expec

tured in compliance  with the Berry Amendment. ©202


